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Summary 

A major concern of every designer of large, 
three-phase power-supply systems is the protection of 
system components from overvoltage transients. At 
present, three computer-aided c i rcu i t design programs 
are available In the Magnetic Fusion Energy (KFE) 
National Computer Center that can be used to analyze 
three-phase power systems: MINI SCEPTRE, SPICE I , and 
SPICE I t . These programs have oeen used at Lawrence 
Livermore Laboratory (LLL) to analyze the operation of 
a 2UU-kV dc, 2U-A acceleration power supply for the 
High Voltage Test Stand. Various overvoltage condi
tions are simulated and the effectiveness of system 
protective devices 1s observed. The simulated over-
voltage conditions Include such things as c i rcu i t 
breaker openings, pulsed loading, and commutation 
voltage surges in the rec t i f ie rs . These examples are 
used to I l lust rate the use of the computer-aided, 
circuit-design programs discussed in this paper. 

Introduction 

Computer-aided, circuit-design programs have been 
available for a number of years. Until recently 
however, the emphasis for their use was placed on the 
design of transistor and Integrated c i rcu i t ry . At 
LLL, three circuit-design programs available from the 
MFE National Computer Center - MINI SCEPTRE, SPICE 1, 
and SPICE I I - have been adapted for use in analyzing 
large, three-phase, power-supply systems. They have 
been effective in evaluating the performance of the 
acceleration" power supply designed for the High 
Voltage Test Stand. 

In several instances, we lacked computer models 
of some of the components of the power-supply system. 
Therefore, i t was necessary to develop suitable models 
for these components using the existing features of 
the programs. In this paper, we discuss some of these 
models and also present some of the simulated opera
tions along with examples of the results. As part of 
the conclusion, we discuss plans for further develop
ment of these programs. . 

System Modeling 

The model elements presented in this section were 
used to represent components in the acceleration power 
supply of the High Voltage Test Stand. A one-line 
diagram of the power-supply system is shown In Fig. 1. 

Al l three programs discussed in this paper use 
nearly the same 'nput format to describe the c i rcu i t 
elements; that 1s, each element Is described by a 
unique name, with numbered nodes-identifying I ts con
nection points in the c i rcu i t and the value of the. 
element. The MINI SCEPTRE program 1s more versati le 

than the other two in that an element value can be 
described In one of f ive ways: as a constant, table, 
defined parameter, equation, or Mathematical expres
sion. 

We tgnored the distr ibut ive nature of some of the 
system components, such as feeder lines and transfor
mers. Instead, with no apparent effect on the overall 
system operation, they were represented in the c i r cu i t 
model as lumped elements. 

A c i rcu i t breaker can be modeled as a current-
xontrol led switch. Of the three programs being 
discussed, only MINI SCEPTRE is capable of simulator)' 
this device, and i t does so with a resistance element 
that has a value described by a FORTRAN function 
subprogram. An example of this subprogram is shown 1n 
Fig. 2. The arguments for the subprogram are t ine (T) 
and current through the resistor (C). The value of 
the resistor is I n i t i a l l y set at a very small value to 
simulate closed contacts of the c i rcu i t breaker. At a 
selected t ine, the subprogram begins Monitoring the 
current level through the resistor. When the current 
Is within the actual chopping current level of .the 
c i rcu i t breaker, the value of the resistor is switched 
to a high value that simulates open contacts. We have 
t r ied other models of c i r cu i t breakers (diodes and 
transistors) in the other two programs with no depend
able results to date. 

Transformers were modeled in two di f ferent ways: 
as the "T" equivalent model and as a pair of Inductors 
with mutual inductance. These two models are shown 
in fig. 3. SPICE I does not have the capability to 
handle mutual Inductance; therefore, a "T" equivalent 
model must be used with this program. Although, both 
MINI SCEPTRE and SPICE I I can handle itutual inductance, 
at this time only SPICE 11 has been used successfully 
with a mutual Inductance transformer model. Thus, a 
"T" equivalent model must also be used with the HINI 
SPECTRE program. As seen in Fig. 3, the "T" equiva
lent model used 1s a simplif ied version with some of 
the standard parameters missing, not because of any 
modeling d i f f i cu l t i es , but because they had no s igni
f icant function 1n the overall c i r cu i t . The nutual 
inductance of the transformer model used in .SPICE H 
is described by the primary and secondary winding i n 
ductances'a long with the coefficient of coupling for 
the two windings. A three-phase transforaer it ood-
eleo using three ident ical , individual transformers. 
Examples of three-phase "7" equivalent and mutual 
inductance transformers are shown in Fig, 4 . 

Al l three programs have diode models available 
that can be used to create a rec t i f i e r c i r cu i t . The 
diode models 1n the rflHl SCEPTRE program are based 
on the Ebers-Moll diode model for specific diodes, 
e.g.,-lN6*9. However, these specific diode models 
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need not be used: the parameters for any diode"can 
be used along with any diode model. The diode aodel' 

- used. In SPICE I and tf.ts dif ferent 1n that only the 
diode parameters are specified.' Although the param
eters from any diode can be used^in the model, the *• 

\ type of model i s fixed= 

Switches are modeled-slightly dif ferently f r o * 
c i r cu i t breakers because they are not current-dependent: 
they represent the theoretically perfect switch 

. that w i l l interrupt current flow regardless of level . 
" for their purpose in th is power-supply system, th is 1s 

an adequate model. In the MINI SCEPTRE program, we 
once again used a resistance element. The value of 

. resistance'was specified in a table format in which 
the table, represent: a set of discrete-points taken 
from a time versus value curve that describes the 
behavior of the switch element during the time of 
simulated system operation. With this switch element, 
a load resistance can be switched on and of f by 
changing the resistance value at the desired time from 
a high value to the load value and back again. The 
switch element can also be used to represent a short 
c i r cu i t . Figure 5 shows an example of a table of 
values used as a switch. Switch elements In SPICE 1 
and I I were modeled as a diode with a bias voltage. 
Figure 6 is an example of this type of switch. 
To turn the switch o f f , the diode is reverse biased by 
a voltage that 1s greater than any other voltage in 
the c i r cu i t which might forward bias the diode. .To 
turn the switch on, the reverse bias is turned o f f , 
and the diode is allowed to conduct whenever the 
c i r cu i t voltage applies a forward bias to i t . As 
mentioned previously, the-diode parameters can be 
independently selected, which means that the diode can 
have'a zero forward voltage drop. This simulates a 
2°.ro-res'iicance switch contact. 

Each of the programs has certain restrictions 
concerning the methods used to construct a c i rcu i t 
model.. .Some of these are l is ted in the associated 
user's manual. However, while using the programs we 
found some restrictions that are not mentioned. For 
example, i n the acceleration power-supply systen 
the surge networks ^re connected in a wye configura
t ion with the neutral point f loat ing. The c i rcu i t 
model used in SPICE I and I I requires the neutral point 
to have a ground path. Me satisf ied this requirement 
by placing a very Urge-value resistor between the 
neutral point and ground. Also, the transformer model 
usedTin SPICE I I has a delta-ctinnected prinary, and 
the program would not accept the connection of three 
inductors in a loop without some resistance present. 
We solved this problem by adding a small resistance 

. to the windings. This did not cause any degradation 
i n the overall operation of the system since there 
1s a resist ive component present In the transformer 
windings. The secondary windings of th is transformer 
.model are connected in a wye configuration with the 
neutral f loat ing. Here again, the program required a 
ground path for the neutral point and we again used a 
large resistance. In the SPICE programs, current 

' levels can only be obtained from voltage sources. I f 
' it Is desired to output the current level in a branch 

Circui t that does not contain a voltage source, the 
voltage across a resistive element, can be used to 
infer the current level by using Ohm's law. 

He tested'the model elements discussed here to 
determine their va l id i ty- The tests consisted of com
parisons, between the operation of the model 'elements 
and xnowh or theoretically calculated performance 

.characteristics of the system components. Also, be
cause we found that a simplif ied c i rcu i t model could 

.' often be used without degradation of the results, we 
used simpli f ied c i rcu i t models «s often as possible. 
Examples of these.models with corresponding.results 

" -. w i l l be presented in the next section. 

Simulated Operations 

One of the f i r s t simulations of a normal operation 
was performed to determine the effectiveness of the 
surge network In the secondary c i rcu i t of the rec t i f ie r 
transformer. The network was designed to suppress the 

: commutation surges of the rectifier c i rcu i t . The c i r 
cu i t model used for this simulation is shown in Fig. 
7. Figure 8 indicates that the surges are suppressed, 
as evidenced by the lack of oscil lations on the wave
shape at the commutation points. To determine i f sim
p l i f i ca t ion had any significant effects on the results, 
we repeated this operation using a simplif ied c i rcu i t 
model with a "T" equivalent transformer. Other than a 
difference in voltage amplitudes caused by a lack of a 
turns ra t io - in the T equivalent model, there were no 
signif icant differences between the two results. Fig-
gures 9 and lu show the simplified model and the cor
responding results. 

We performed another simulated operation to 
determine what effect the use of standard, inductlva 
power resistors 1n the power-supply f i l t e r would have 
on the operation of the f i l t e r . Although the induc
tance is an Integra) part of the resistor, 1t can be 
modeled as a separate element. For comparison pur
poses, the model shown 1n F1g. 9 was used both with 
and without the inductive element In the f i l t e r . The 
results are shown in Fig. 11. Needless to say, non-
inductive resistors are used 1n the f i l t e r . 

Other simulations of normal operations were 
performed to test the val id i ty of some of the model 
elements. For exanj>le, we used the oodel c i rcu i t 
shown in Figure 7 to test the model of the mutual 
Inductance transformer. Data for the secondary 
voltage and primary current of the transformer taken 
under f u l l load conditions were compared to calculated 
theoretical values. The agreement between the values 
was excellent. 

To test the effectiveness of the surge networks 
designed to suppress switching transients generated by 
the opening of c i r cu i t breaker contacts, we simulated 
fau l t condition operation. One of ttie c i rcu i t models 
used for this test 1s shown in Fig. \2. Since the 
magnitude of the transients generated at the time of 
c i rcu i t breaker opening ts proportional to the chopping 
current level of the c i rcu i t breaker, we made tests at 
several different current levels within the chopping 
current margin. The results of one of these tests are 
shown in F1g. 13. A comparative test was performed 
using an Industry standard surge arrester 1n place of 
one of the surge networks. The surge arrestor in this 
case is a U.2S pF capacitor. From the results Indicate 
in Fig. 14, 1t is easy to see why equipment failures 
can be caused by switching transients. 

Conclusions 

The programs have proven to be a valuable tool 
for evaluating the design of the acceleration power 
supply in the High Voltage Test Stand. The time and 
e f fo r t saved through their use is beyond estimation. 

* At the present time, no one program discussed in 
.Uils paper can provide a l l of the rteslred features.. 
Therefore, work on a l l three propi-ams w i l l continue 
unt i l one of them satisfies a l l the requirements. 

A fourth program, which was developed by the 
Bonneville Power Administration, has recently been 
added to the KFE national computer system. This 
program Is designed specifically for analyzing three-
phase power systems. At * u i time of this wr i t ing. 



there has not been sufficient use of this program 
for us to present any fnfonxatlon about i t . However* 
because a preliminary study Indicates that this pro
gram has great potential for use as a design analysis 
aid, work on i t will continue. 

Since the presentation of this paper may create 
an Interest In using these program beyond ILL, we 
shall develop a method of disseminating information 
about the programs. In the Interim, questions con
cerning the programs can be directed to either of the 
following: 

Waldo G. Hagnuson 
P. 0. Box DOB, L-156 
Lawrence Llvermore Laboratory 
Livernore, CA 94551) 
Phone: 1415)447-111)1), X«9bb 

or 
Eugene F. Oberst 
P. 0. Box 80B, L-539 
Lawrence Llvermore Laboratory 
Llvermore, CA 94550 
Phone: 1415)447-1100, X5E13 
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